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Printers Row Publishing Group Exhibiting at ALA
Hosting Graphic Nonfiction Author James Buckley, Jr.

SAN DIEGO, CA – San Diego-based publisher Printers Row Publishing Group (PRPG) will be exhibiting in the Publishers Spotlight Booth (#1653) at ALA in San Diego, CA from June 28-July 1, 2024. Staffed by members of executive and editorial leadership, the booth will feature a selection of picture and chapter books from children’s imprint, Silver Dolphin Books and adult imprint Canterbury Classics. Accompanying our books will be a variety of giveaways for our featured children’s titles, including bookmarks and sticker sheets.

PRPG also will be hosting an in-booth signing for graphic nonfiction author James Buckley, Jr. on Saturday, June 28 at 12 PM. His Show Me History! series for PRPG’s Portable Press imprint tells the stories of real-life American luminaries such as Abraham Lincoln, Alexander Hamilton, and Martin Luther King, Jr. in full-color format—a long-form comic book. Buckley will be signing a limited number of two titles, Show Me History! Muhammad Ali: The Greatest of All Time! (ISBN: 9781645174134) and Show Me History! Frida Kahlo: The Revolutionary Painter! (ISBN: 9781645174332).

"The American Library Association is invaluable to book and publishing professionals, educators, and the publishing industry as a whole, so we're thrilled it's coming to our backyard," says Simon Tasker, Executive Vice President, General Manager and Group Publisher at PRPG. "We're partnering with Publishers Spotlight to showcase children's books from our Silver Dolphin imprint and welcome our colleagues to San Diego."

Printers Row Publishing Group is happy to welcome ALA attendees to our hometown. We look forward to meeting librarians and book professionals in Booth 1653.

About Printers Row Publishing Group

For more than 30 years, Printers Row Publishing Group has captivated readers with interactive children’s books, activity kits, adult reference books, contemporary fiction and classic literature. With a growing list of new titles and more than 800 books in print, our seven imprints offer thoughtful and engaging content for readers of all ages in every stage of life. Our portfolio includes award-winning authors, talented designers and illustrators, and some of the most
recognizable brands in entertainment, including Blippi, Disney, Harry Potter, Star Wars, Warner Bros., and more,

About James Buckley, Jr.

James Buckley Jr. is a prolific author of nonfiction for young readers, with more than 150 books to his credit (and still typing!). He is the author of more than a dozen titles in The New York Times' best-selling "Who Was...?" biography series, including the Wright Brothers, Milton Hershey, Betsy Ross, Jules Verne, and Blackbeard. Buckley has written more than thirty DK Readers on a wide variety of topics, plus two recent long-form bios of Adolf Hitler and Bonnie and Clyde for Aladdin Books. For Spring 2019, he created the first book in a new series for Aladdin—a bio of astronaut Michael Collins. Buckley is the co-author of Time Inc./Liberty Street's "X-Why-Z" series and wrote and produced the Animal Planet Animal Atlas for Liberty Street. A former editor at Sports Illustrated and the National Football League, he lives in Santa Barbara, California, where he runs a successful book producing company.